DSSI Summer Institute---Information Network Mining

Schedule and Course Slides of 2012 DSSI Summer Institute: Mining Information Networks

This website contains tentative schedule and course slides for the Session of Information Network Mining at 2012 DSSI Summer Institute, to be lectured by Dr. Jiawei Han, CS, UIUC.

June 4 (Monday) 1-4pm Introduction to Data Mining and Network Science

Part 1. Course Introduction
Part 2. A general introduction to network science

June 5 (Tuesday) 1-4pm A General Introduction to Information Networks

Part 2. A general introduction to network science
Part 3. Mining Heterogeneous Information Networks

June 6 (Wednesday) 1-4pm Mining Heterogeneous Information Networks

Part 3. Mining Heterogeneous Information Networks

June 2 (Thursday) 1-4pm Mining Heterogeneous Information Networks

Part 3. Mining Heterogeneous Information Networks
Part 4. Towards Data Mining in Cyberphysical Networks

June 3 (Friday) 1-4pm Expert Speaker (TBD)

Part 5. Mining Spatiotemporal Text Data